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A magneto-optic method is used to study the singularities of the surface structure and of the
domain-wall relaxation in yttrium orthoferrite YFeO, and in the bismuth-containing garnet
(Y,Bi) (Fe,,,Ga,,, ) O,,. It is established that the surface magnetic susceptibility of the domain
walls of the yttrium orthoferrite on the (001)face is several times larger than the magnetic susceptibility of the walls in the bulk, and the relaxation frequency of the "additional" advance of the
domain walls in the surface layer is smaller by at least three orders than in the bulk. It is shown
that the observed low-frequency relaxation of the domain walls is accompanied by dynamic
rearrangement of the near-surface structure of the domain walls. An influence of an external
static magnetic field on the surface structure of the domain walls is observed. Experimental proof
is obtained, for the first time, of the existence of "twisted" domain walls in an iron garnet film,
with a twist angle close to 90°, meaning that I, has a NCel orientation in a domain wall on the
surface.

INTRODUCTION

It is becoming now more and more obvious that the
structure of domain walls (DW)in ferromagnets differs substantially from the idealized one-dimensional model proposed for an unbounded medium. Allowance for the finite
dimensions of the ferromagnets, as well as for the demagnetizing fields produced on the free surfaces of the sample,
leads to two- and three-dimensional DW models with concomitant vertical and horizontal Bloch lines. Resorting to
multidimensional DW models made it possible to explain a
number of experimental facts, such as the decrease of the
DW mobility, the increase of its effective mass and of its
maximum velocity, the continued motion of the DW after
turning off the magnetic field (the ballistic-action effect),and
others. It was ~ h o w n in
' ~ particular
~
that the presence of
demagnetizing fields alters substantially both the static
structure of the DW and their dynamic properties. Thus, the
stray fields in samples with an easy axis perpendicular to the
sample surface act on a Bloch DW in such a way that a Niel
component of magnetization (perpendicular to the DW
plane) appears in the DW near the surface. Such a DW is
called "twisted." The existence of a twisted DW was experimentally proved by electron microscopy in investigations of
a cobalt foil.,
It is also known that if a DW separates domains with
magnetization parallel to the surface, it becomes asymmetric
on emerging to the surface because of the influence of the
demagnetizing field of the DW itself, and breaks up into
sub domain^.^,^ Walls of this type are characterized by the
presence of vertical Bloch lines, the existence of which in
bubble domains was experimentally proved by a magnetooptic procedure in Refs. 6 and 7 and by electron microscopy
in Ref. 8.
A direct experimental study of the near-surface static
and dynamic DW properties which, as stated above, can differ from those in the bulk, is undoubtedly of interest and is
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the subject of the present paper.-We have investigated, for
the first time, using a magneto-optic procedure with micron
resolution, the structure of the transition lajrer between domains, and the displacement and relaxation of DW in the
region of their emergence to the surface of single-crystal
YFeO, and of epitaxial (YzBi)(Fe,,, Gal,, ) 012films.
81. MEASUREMENT METHOD AND SAMPLES

The measurements were made with upgraded magnetooptic micron-resolution apparatus whose operating principle is described in Ref. 2. As the photomultiplier slit is
scanned in the image plane of an MIM reflecting microscope, the magneto-optic signal is picked off a sample surface section whose area is determined by the dimension of
the indicated slit with allowance for the microscope magnification. The minimum slit size corresponds to the optical resolution D of the microscope. The use of immersion lenses
and of visible light makes it possible to obtain D = 0.3 pm.
We note that a theoretical analysis of the capabilities of the
dynamic magneto-optic procedure was analyzed in Ref. 9. It
was shown that this procedure can yield information on the
sizes and on the effective magnetization of objects much
smaller than the optic-resolution limit.
An external alternating magnetic field of sufficiently
low amplitude (within the reversible displacement of the
DW), applied parallel to the easy axis of the investigated
sample, causes the DW to oscillate about an equilibrium position. In this case the magneto-optic signal S differs from
zero only in the region of the DW displacement. The magnitude of the signal is evldence of a magnetization change due
either to the alternating entry of neighboring domains into
the photomultiplier slit (the domain effect) or to the motion
of the DW itself, or else, more accurately speaking, to the
change of the magnetization in the region where the DW
emerges to the sample surface (the DW effect).
The magneto-optic effect was measured at both the first
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If) and second (2f) harmonics of the magnetization-reversal
field.
To observe the magneto-optic signal from the wall, the
domain effect must be excluded. This can be done by changing the incidence angle, the orientation of the incidence
plane, and the polarization of the incident light, as well as by
analyzing the form of the S (x)curves. It can be shown that
the distribution curve of the first-harmonic magneto-optic
signal corresponding to the DW effect should reverse sign on
going through the DW equilibrium position, since the plot of
the distribution of the domain effect should be symmetric.
At the second harmonic, conversely, the alternating-sign
antisymmetric curve should correspond to the domain effect, and the magneto-optic signal from the DW should be
symmetric.
In measurements at the first harmonic the amplitude of
the displacement of the DW from the equilibrium position is
determined either by the half-width of the domain-effect distribution curve or by half the distance between the neighboring peaks of the alternating-sign curve.4 Similar estimates of
the DW-displacement amplitude can be obtained from measurements made at the frequency 2f, in which case it is necessary to introduce a correction factor 37/4 corresponding to
the difference between the Fourier coefficients of the first
and second harmonics.
To monitor the position of the DW relative to the photomultiplier slit and the light-incidence plane, an additional
source of polarized light was provided and used to observe
visually DW in transparent plates. The state of the domain
structure in bulky samples was monitored by the powder
method.
The investigations were carried out on natural faces of a
single crystal and of thin single-crystal YFeO, plates. The
yttrium-orthoferrite single crystal was produced by the hydrothermal method at the Crystallography Institute of the
USSR Academy of Sciences.'' The single-crystal plates, 6070 p m thick, were cut perpendicular to the c axis from a
single-crystal rod obtained by zone melting." The plates
were polished mechanically and chemically by the procedure described in Ref. 12. Also investigated were epitaxial
(Y,Bi) Fe,,, Ga,,, ) O , , films about 6 p m thick, grown in an
SmGaGd-garnet substrate.
52. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The magnetic susceptibility of a ferromagnetic sample
with stripe domains separated by 180" DW can be expressed
in the form
.x=2ISx,/dH,

where x, is the displacement of the DW in a field H, d is the
domain width, and I, is the saturation magnetization. The
magnetic susceptibility of an individual DW can therefore be
characterized by a coefficient k = x,/H, and the surface
magnetic susceptibility of an individual DW by a coefficient
k" = x,"/H, where xg is the amplitude of the DW displacement in the surface layer of a crystal in a field H.
The measurements were initially performed on a singlecrystal YFeO, plate having a labyrinth domain structure, as
well as on natural (001) and (170) faces of a YFeO, single
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crystal.14The distribution curves of the domain effect on the
(001)face were measured with the aid of the polar Kerr effect
Sn (x)by scanning the photomultiplier slit in the direction of
the DW motion (thex axis). The equatorial Kerr effect 6'(x)
was used for the (170)face. The entry slit of the photomultiplier corresponded to the illuminated section of the sample
surface in the form of a narrow stripe parallel to the DW and
measuring 0.35 X 3 pm. Analysis of the k" If) plots and their
comparison with k If) obtained from the bulk magnetization
curves of the YFeO, single crystal, measured for the same
sample by the induction method, as well as comparison of
the results of the integral measurements of the magnetization of the fully illuminated (001)surface of crystal with the
bulk magnetization curves, led to the following conclusions.
The values of k If)in the bulk and of k" (f)on the ( 170)surface
are independent of frequency up to 7 kHz. On the (001)surface, the local magnetic susceptibility of the DW at the surface is 2-3 times larger than in the bulk, and the k" (f)dependences are typical relaxation spectra with relaxation
frequency -600 Hz. The "additional" displacement of the
DW is "turned off' at 1 kHz. Starting with this frequency,
the surface magnetic susceptibility becomes close to that in
the bulk. This means that the relaxation frequency f s, of the
surface susceptibility of the DW in yttrium-orthoferrite single crystals is smaller by three orders than the bulk value
measured by Rossol15and by Velikov et a1.16 It must be emphasized that low-frequency relaxation of the surface magnetic susceptibility was observed only on the (001)face of the
YFeO, single crystal, which is perpendicular to the easymagnetization axis, and was not observed on the (110)face.
The result can therefore not be attributed to the magnetic
aftereffects, as was done in Ref. 16, where the dynamics of
small oscillations of DW were investigated in iron-garnet
films, the more so since no low-frequency relaxation of the
bulk magnetic susceptibility of DW was observed in Ref. 16
in yttrium orthoferrite.
The succeeding magneto-optic investigations were
aimed at a study of the dynamic structure of a DW as it
emerges to the surface [(OOl)face] of the sample. The magneto-optic signal, proportional to the average DW magnetization, was measured as a function of the frequency and amplitude of the external magnetic field. Visual observation of
the DW in YFeO, plates made it possible to align the DW
with the photomultiplier slit and with light-incidence plane
accurate to within 2". This made it possible to obtain a magneto-optic signal from the DW at small oscillation amplitudes of the order of 1-2 pm.
It is known that antisymmetric Dzyaloshinskii exchange produces in orthoferrites special types of DW. ".I8 In
walls of one type the antiferromagnetism vector 1 rotates in
the (ac)plane of the crystal, and the resultant magnetization
m does not change significantly when 1is rotated but rotates
likewise in the (ac) plane (DW type with rotation of m). In
walls of another type the vector 1 rotates in the (ab ) or (bc)
plane of the crystal, but the vector m remains parallel to the c
axis and varies monotonically in magnitude between + m
and - m. It becomes equal to zero and reverses direction at
the center of the transition layer (DW type without rotation
of m). It has been
that at room temperature
Krinchik el a/.
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FIG. 1. Distribution curves 6 ' ( x )-I, (f, = 78 Hz) measured in a YFeO,
plate: curve 1-H = 0.7 Oe, 2-1.4 Oe, 3-2.1 Oe, 4 - 4 . 5 Oe.
FIG. 2. Distribution curves 6'(x) measured in a YFeO, plate in a field
H = 5.4 Oe: curve 1-f, = 78 Hz, 2-f, = 1258 Hz.

the DW produced in orthoferrites are as a rule of the first
type. It was shown moreover that the domain structure is
labyrinth-like and the D W can be oriented at arbitrary angles relative to the (ac) and (bc)crystallographic planes. In
this case 1 and m always remain in the (ac)plane, forming a
D W of intermediate type and of more general form than the
Bloch or Ntel walls. It must thus be borne in mind that when
the D W were parallel or perpendicular to the light-incidence
plane we measured respectively an equatorial Kerr effect S'
proportional to a D W average magnetization perpendicular
to the plane of the wall (Ntel component I,) or parallel to
the D W (Bloch component I, ).
On going from wall to wall and from one equivalent
section of the D W to another, the amplitudes x-iffered by
no more than 20%. After prolonged measurements in weak
alternating fields, however, magnetic "aging" of the sample
was observed, viz., a systematic decrease of the amplitude
x;,but the described singularities of the surface magnetic
susceptibility of the D W were preserved.
Figure 1 shows typical distribution plots Se(x) I, obtained for YFeO, plates. Curves 1,2,3, and 4 were measured
at various amplitudes of the external magnetic field. It can be
seen that S'(x) acquires an asymmetric shape in a field
H = 2.1 Oe (curve 3) and the shape of the domain effect in a
field H = 4.5 Oe (curve 4). At the same time, when the oscillation amplitude decreases to 1-2 p m (H< 1.4 Oe) the S'(x)
plots are alternating-sign antisymmetric curves (1,2).Similar
curves were obtained by measuring S' (x) I, as well as by
measuring S'(x)-IN and I, on the (001)face of an YFeO,
single crystal.
Plots of S'(x)vs the frequency of the external magnetic
field are shown in Fig. 2. Curves 1 and 2 correspond to 6'(x)
atf, = 78 Hz and f2 = 1258 Hz. In the upper right corner of
the figure are shown the frequency dependences of the maximum values of S'(x)for these curves. The function Sk,, If)
measured on the same section of the D W is also shown for
is independent of frecomparison. It can be seen that S,:
quency at the chosen regime of D W oscillation about the
equilibrium position, whereas S;,, decreases with increas)
ing f in the same field. In addition, the shape of the e ( ~plot
changes somewhat atf2 = 1258 Hz. The change of@ (x)with
increasing H [the appearance of symmetric distribution
curves of the magneto-optic signal from the D W (seeFig. I)],
as well as the determined change of S'(x) with increasing f
and the decrease of S;,, , attests to a complicated dynamic
restructuring of the surface layer between neighboring do-

-

mains with increasing D W velocity. This fact is confirmed
also by the dependences of the domain effect Sn(x)with increasing external magnetic field. Figure 3 shows the Sn(x)
distributions measured at the first If) and second (2f) harmonics of the magnetization-reversal signal If= 78 Hz). It
can be seen that in this case the dynamic restructuring of the
D W manifests itself in the appearance of steps on the Sn(x)
plots (curve 2, first harmonic),and of additional peaks (curve
4, second harmonic), compared with the Sn(x)curves at
H = 2.1 Oe. We note one other observation that offers indirect evidence, in our opinion, in favor of the dynamic restructuring of the domain wall. The distributions 8 (x)-I,
were measured with a constant magnetic field (H, = + 100
Oe) applied to the crystal perpendicular to the DW. The
measurement results are shown in Fig. 4. A strong influence
of H on the Se(x)distribution is observed.
On the whole, the experimental results attest to an utterly unexpected and peculiar behavior of the yttrium-orthoferrite D W in the surface region as they emerge to the (001)
face. This peculiarity is manifest by the following three features: 1) a substantial dynamic restructuring of the D W is
observed, 2) the effective relaxational characteristic of the
D W displacement on the surface is more than lo3times larg-

-
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FIG. 3. Plots of 6"(x)measured at the first (curves 1 , 2 )and second (curves
3 , 4 )harmonics of the magnetization-reversalsignal: curves 1,3-H = 2.1
Oe; curves 2,4--H = 5.4 Oe.
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and is recorded at small amplitudes of its oscillation (see
curve 1 of Fig. 1).Incidentally, the fact that a relatively small
tangential magnetic field influences the D W structure is evidence that when the factors that cause asymmetry of the DW
structure in the surface region are considered, account must
be taken of the magnetostatic field of the neighboring domains; the latter equals 81, according to Ref. 22, i.e., 80
Oe for YFeO,.
The notion of a substantial change in the near-surface
DW structure, which leads to formation of a dynamic horizontal Bloch line, provides a likely explanation of the observed super-relaxation of the surface section of the DW.
Theoretical calculationsz3 confirmed by experiments on
iron-garnet filmsz4show that if a DW is "packed" densely
enough with Bloch lines, it becomes very "rigid" and its mobility p decreases precipitously; p is the coefficient that relates the D W velocity with magnetic field intensity:

-

FIG. 4. Distribution curves 6'(x)-I, (H = 4.5 Oe) measured in a constant tangential magnetic field perpendicular to the domain-wall plane;
curve I-H, = 0 Oe, 2- - 100 Oe; 3- + 100 Oe.

er than in the bulk, i.e., it can be said that a surface superrelaxation of the DW is observed, 3) the amplitude of the
DW displacement on the DW is approximately two or three
times larger than in the bulk. We shall attempt to explain
qualitatively from a single viewpoint these peculiarities on
the basis of contemporary premises concerning the structure
and dynamic properties of D W in magnetic crystals. We
shall have to use frequently analogies with iron-garnet films,
whose DW properties have been investigated in greater detail in view of their extensive practical applications.
The dynamic restructuring of the D W may explain the
changes observed in the shapes of curves 3 and 4 of Fig. 1
when the DW oscillation amplitude is observed. The point is
that a moving DW must be accompanied by a dynamic magnetization component perpendicular to its
Moreover, this dynamic transverse component serves as the prime
source of the motion, the cause of its having an effective
mass, etc. The qualitative difference between the dynamic
and static transverse components is that the former reverses
sign as a function of the direction of the DW motion. It is
therefore clear that the assumption that the role of dynamic
transverse component of the magnetization increases with
increasing oscillation amplitude, and hence with increasing
DW velocity, can explain the change in the shape of the
curves in Fig. 1. The shape of the S (x)curve for the dynamic
component of the DW magnetization should be the same as
that ofS (x)for the domain effect. This can be explained in the
following manner. Let the photomultiplier slit be located at
the equilibrium position x = 0 of the DW. The magnetooptic effect produced by the static transverse component and
recorded at the first harmonic should then be zero, since the
DW arrives at this point in an unchanged state. On the other
hand the effect of the dynamic component is a maximum,
since this component reverses polarity in the course of the
motion. It is the superposition of this last effect that leads
initially to the asymmetry of the summary S'(x) curve, and
next also to the "domain" curve 4. I' From this viewpoint, the
difference between the S'(x) in Fig. 4 becomes understandable. The constant tangential magnetic field apparently
changes the static component of the DW magnetization (increasing and decreasing it respectively at H, =
100 Oe),
and this leads to a change of the e(x)distribution. In particular, at H = - 100 Oe the S'(x) curve acquires an antisymmetric shape corresponding to the DW magneto-optic signal which is proportional to the static component of the DW

+
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(1)

p=yAo/a,

where y is the gyromagnetic ratio, a is the dimensionless
damping parameter in the Landau-Lifshitz equation, and
A, = (A / K )'I2 is the relative width of the DW (see, e.g., Ref.
25). The change of mobility compared with a normal DW is
proportional toaZ.For yttrium-iron garnet, the parameter a
determined from the FMR line width is lop4. Consequently,
the indicated change of the internal structure of the D W can
lower its mobility by a factor lo8. Yttrium orthoferrite is
likewise a ferromagnet characterized by a small damping
parameter a , since it is a ferrodielectric with Fe3+ ions. It is
clear from the foregoing that, generally speaking, the mechanism described can effect the required mobility decrease of
the surface section of the DW in yttrium orthoferrite. We
note also that the fact that the D W has a section that brakes
its motion so strongly should influence also the dynamic
properties of the D W as a whole, and this influence should
depend naturally on the sample thickness, on the relative
DW fraction that emerges to the (001)surface, and others. It
is possible that this circumstance is the cause of the large
scatter ofthe DW mobilities obtained for YFeO, by different
~ o r k e r s . ' ~ ,Thus,
~ ~ , ~Ref.
'
15 cites for YFeO, the values
f,,, = ~/237- 600 kHz and p 900 cm/s Oe (T= 295 K),
corresponding to a = 1.06 lo-'. The indicated value o f p
is 4 - 5 times smaller than those measured in Ref. 16 and 810 times smaller than obtained in Ref. 27 by the SixtusTonks method. Moreover, the value p 40 000 cm/s . Oe
obtained in Ref. 27 for D W moving along c corresponds to
aWe express the resultant damping constant as a
sum of the damping constants of two mechanisms:

-

-

.

-

(2)

al=a+plh,

where a is the damping constant of a normal D W andp/h is
the contribution of the surface damping and is inversely proportional to the plate thickness h; in this case
(3)

~=rA~l(~a+plh),

p=:yA& /p a n d p z yA,,/a as h-0 and ~ - + c orespectively.
,
Assuming that in the experiments of Ref. 27 the mobility p,
of the samples cut along c was determined by a , we can findp
by using the value ofp obtained for a D W moving along the a
Krinchik eta/.
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FIG. 5. Plots of6" (x)(curve 1) and S'(x)-I, (curve 2), measured with the
photomultiplier slit scanned perpendicular to the stripe domains of a
(Y,Bi) (Fe,,, Ga,,,) 0 , , garnet film ( H = 8.4 Oe, f = 78 Hz); 6" (x)(curve
1') and 6' (x)(curve2')measured at the second (2f) harmonic of the magnetization-reversalsignal ( H = 14 Oe).

orb axis. It was found thatp-0.7pm. The mobility estimate
from (3)at h = 60pm yieldsp 850 cm/s Oe, which agrees
well with Rossol's data.'' We can estimate from (3)the effective thickness of the surface layer that participates in the
observed low-frequency surface relaxation. It was found to
be of the order of 0.4 pm.
Finally, the dynamic restructuring of a DW near the
surface may be the cause of its "additional" advance on the
surface compared with the bulk. The point is that one of the
most interesting manifestations of the dynamic internal restructuring of a DW in an iron garnet is the ballistic aftereffect or "overshoot" of the wall, which manifests itself in
further motion of the DW after the driving magnetic pulse
has stopped. This additional advance is comparable with the
~ ~ physical
.~~
explanation of the ballistic
main m o t i ~ n . The
aftereffect is the following: in the course of the initial motion
the internal structure of the wall is changed. Becoming twisted, the wall stores additional energy that is later recovered,
on untwisting, in the form of the additional advance. One
cannot exclude even a possible manifestation of the ballistic
aftereffect in the surface region, for in this case the dynamic
internal restructuring of the DW occurs precisely in this region.
We dwell now on the magneto-optic investigations of
the structure of a DW emerging to the surface of a (Y2Bi)
(Fe,,,Ga,,, ) O,, garnet film. Our measurements of the frequency dependence of the surface magnetic susceptibility of
DW in films of this iron garnet have shown that k-' = x i / H
remains practically constant at frequencies up to 7 kHz. This
is apparently due to the small a of this material, and does not
preclude the possibility of observing low-frequency relaxation of the magnetic susceptibility at higher frequencies. It
can be noted, however, that on increasing the amplitude of
the DW oscillations we observed a substantial change in the
shape of the S (x) distribution curves. We can consequently
surmise also a dynamic restructuring of the DW in the surface region of garnets.
The results of magneto-optic investigation of the DW

-
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structure of the indicated garnet films are shown in Fig. 5.
Curve 1 reflects the distribution of the domain effect measured with the aid of the polar Kerr effect at the first harmonic of the magnetization reversal signal. The peaks of this
curve coincide with the regions of the DW displacements.
The half-width of each peak determines the amplitude x i of
the DW oscillation. It can be seen that 2xg ~ 0 . 9 p m
in a field
H = 8.4 Oe. The distance between peaks corresponds to a
stripe-domain width d z 3.4pm, which agrees with the data
obtained by using the Faraday effect. Curve 2 reflects the
function S'(x),which is proportional to the Ntel component
of the DW magnetization. The zeros of S' correspond to the
domain sections whose magnetization is not reversed, and
the two peaks of opposite sign correspond to the magnetooptic signal from the DW. The distance between these peaks
determines also the amplitude of the DW oscillation. According to the analysis of the shapes of the signals from the
DW, the form of curve 2 corresponds to the situation wherein the Ntel component of the magnetization is oppositely
directed, i.e., the orientations of the NCel sections of the DW
on the surface are determined by the direction of the transverse magnetostatic field of the surface magnetic charges.
Measurement of the distribution of S'(x), which is proportional to I,, has shown that on the sample surface this component is lower than I, by at least an order of magnitude.
The dashed curves 1' and 2' in the same figure show the
Sn (x) and Se (x) dependences measured at the second harmonic of the magnetization-reversal signal. It can be seen
that the shape of curve 2', characterized by a sign reversal of
the DW magneto-optic signal, confirms the foregoing conclusion that the magnetization direction is reversed in neighboring DW. It was observed in addition that the domain
magneto-optic signal at the second harmonic is sensitive to
the orientation of the domain magnetization. Curve 1' is of
alternating sign, but in contrast to the magneto-optic DW
signal at the first harmonic (curve2) the domain effect for the
neighboring walls is shifted 180" in phase, indicating in fact
that the nearest DW move in antiphase. The use of the indicated procedure permits thus a reliable determination of the
magnetization directions in a domain and in a domain wall.
On the whole, the data obtained are evidence that the
DW magnetization on the surface of the investigated (Y2Bi)
(Fe,,,Ga,,,) 012
garnet films is determined mainly by the
NCel component, so that the DW is twisted. The twist angle
is close to 90" and determines the Ntel orientation of the
vector I, at the center of the wall on the surface relative to
the Bloch orientation in the volume of the film.
In conclusion, the authors thank A. Ya. Zalesskii for
supplying the yttrium orthoferrite crystal for the measurements and A. Ya. Chervonenkis for growing the bismuthcontaining garnet films.
an asymmetry of the S (x)curves for 180' domain walls in
iron was observed when the oscillation amplitude was increased and was
similarly explained in Ref. 4.
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